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How can the correct M adaptor fitting for drums be determined?

Six different thread options cater for the many different thread styles from 
around the world. To determine the Ezi-action® adaptor fitting required for drums 
measure the outside diameter of the thread portion of the bung and describe the 
thickness of the thread.

How to determine the correct 
Ezi-action® M and C Adaptor Fittings

  MBSP
55mm outside diameter with fine
thread (Usual fitting on metal drums)

  MBSP55
For a British standard fine thread 
(58mm outside diameter of bung) or 
a 56 x 4 buttress opening

  M55
55mm outside diameter with medium
thread. Also known as Trisure, BCS, 
Mauser and coarse 56 x 4 buttress

  M63
63mm outside diameter with coarse 
thread

  M69
69mm outside diameter with coarse 
thread

  MR
55mm outside diameter with fine
thread (11 rings compared with the
10 rings on the MBSP)

  M63B
63mm outside diameter with slightly
coarser thread than M63

  M63R

For a rieke fine thread (55mm 
outside diameter of bung) or into a 
drum with a coarse thread (63mm 
outside diameter of bung)

Ezi-action® M fittings Description

MR M63
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Pump without waste

Taking Ezi-action® Technology to the World since 1991
 
In our early days we started with one person’s vision to help manufacturers 
and resellers of liquid products grow their business through offering quality 
dispensing products.

A pair of kiwi inventors got together and created the Ezi-action® Drum Pump; an 
instant success with farmers across New Zealand. It didn’t take long for NZ Pump 
Co. to become a world leading company.

Our head office is in Hamilton, New Zealand. We have customers spanning 111 
countries and myriad industries, from agriculture to breweries, who all rely on our 
pumps for safely moving a variety of fluids.

We are committed to delivering high quality pumps to customers. While focusing 
on innovation and growth, the purpose remains what it’s always been: “to keep 
putting our customers first and offer the very best quality hand pumps”. 

Our values:

Quality              Safety             Reliability             Performance

Unique Pumping Principle
 
The unique Ezi-action® patented pumping principle sets the New Zealand Pump 
Company apart. This special system pumps without critical fitting parts which 
means no wear. This system is ingenious in its simplicity and offers unsurpassed 
reliability and performance.

Quality, Reliability and Safety 

Made from robust, FDA compliant plastics, Ezi-action® Drumpumps are used 
with confidence in many industries and in many market sectors around the world 
including agriculture, commercial, manufacturing and industrial. (For more 
information on how your market sector uses Ezi-action® Drumpumps see www.
nzpump.com)

Full 24 Month Warranty

The New Zealand Pump Company stands behind its products. All Ezi-action® 
Drumpumps are fully serviceable and come with a full 24 Month 
Manufacturer’s Warranty. 
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